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But seeing Avery’s pale face, the bodyguard didn’t want her to force her way, so he 
agreed. 

Avonsville. 

 

Ben Schaffer drove to the Starry River Villa. 

He was very messy inside and didn’t know how to face Gwen, but… since she was the 
woman who was at the hotel that night and was pregnant with his child, he must be 
responsible for her and the child. Even if he can’t marry her, he must support her. 

Ben Schaffer got out of the car and strode to the gate of the villa to change his shoes. 

Gwen was eating fruit in the living room, and when he saw Ben Schaffer standing at the 
door changing his shoes, he was completely dumbfounded. 

–What is he doing here? 

–Certainly not for her. 

–In that case, she should go back to her room. 

–She can’t help but quarrel with him. 

The more she thought about it last night, the more unwilling she became. 

If his parents weren’t there yesterday, she would definitely have to scold him before 
leaving. 

“Gwen, where are you going?” Ben Schaffer changed his shoes, and when he saw her 
getting up to leave, he immediately stopped her, “I’m here to find you. You go back to 
the sofa and sit down, let’s talk.” 

“What? What can we talk about?” Gwen said so, but she still went back to the sofa and 
sat down. 

“Talk about the night we were in the hotel before and what we did that night.” Ben 
Schaffer’s face was ashen, he walked up to her and stopped, “I already know! If I hadn’t 
gone to your former company and asked about it, what would you do? Hide me for the 
rest of your life?” 
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Gwen retorted, “It’s funny, isn’t this your own problem? Other men will be like you, no 
one will know when they sleep at night? If you sleep ugly, you will too. Do you agree? 
Or are you saying you’ve always been so nonchalant?” 

Ben Schaffer: “…” Anger! Guilty! Speechless! 

“I wasn’t like this before.” Ben slumped down beside her. 

“I don’t care about what you did in the past.” Gwen said calmly, and said with disgust, 
“The sofa is so big, you have to sit next to me? You stay away from me.” 

A sense of frustration, in Ben Schaffer’s heart Comes to life. He didn’t move because 
the matter wasn’t settled. 

“Gwen, tell me, how to solve the problem of the child? What do you want?” 

Gwen: “I want you to stay away from me.” 

Mrs. Cooper heard the movement and immediately poured a glass of water for Ben 
Schaffer and brought it over. 

Ben Schaffer took the water glass, thanked him, and took a sip. 

“Gwen, I was wrong about what happened before. I’m confused, I shouldn’t question 
you. I shouldn’t drive you away either… It’s my responsibility that you are like this now, 
I’ll make up for you. You talk to me first. I’m going back…” 

Gwen said uncomfortably, “I won’t go to your house. I have already found someone to 
support me. I don’t need you to worry about my child’s life.” 

Ben Schaffer nodded, “It’s only been one night, and you found the man who took the 
order?” 

Gwen picked up the cup on the coffee table and took a sip: “Yeah! What are you doing 
so unexpectedly? Get on me?” 

Ben Schaffer grabbed the water cup in her hand, raised his hand and wanted to throw it 
– 

“Hey! This is Avery’s cup.” Gwen quickly reminded, “If you want to be angry, go back to 
your house. “ 

Ben Schaffer left in anger. 

Gwen exhaled heavily. 



…….. 

Yonroeville. 

Avery’s bodyguard came to Kyrie’s house, gathered up his courage, and pressed the 
doorbell. 
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It happened that Kyrie was at home. After his subordinates reported the situation, Kyrie 
was very curious, so he asked his subordinates to let Avery guard in. 

The bodyguard did not expect to enter Kyrie’s house so smoothly, and was a little 
panicked. 

 

But since it comes, it will be safe. If you can help Avery contact Elliot, it will be even 
better. 

During the security check, all the daggers and hidden weapons on the bodyguards were 
seized. 

The bodyguard was extremely regretful in his heart, but he pretended that nothing had 
happened. He has been with Avery for a long time, and is deeply influenced by Avery’s 
temperament. 

Arriving at the living room of Kyrie’s house, the bodyguard saw Kyrie and greeted him 
politely: “Hello, Mr. Jobin.” 

“Call me Brother Kyrie.” 

“Brother Kyrie, hello. I’m Avery’s bodyguard. I came to see you today because my boss 
Avery has something to ask for.” The bodyguard sat down on the sofa next to him and 
said calmly. 

“Oh? She’s still in Yonroeville?” Kyrie thought that Ben Schaffer took Avery away, but 
he didn’t expect her to be obedient at all. 

“Yes. But she will go back to Aryadelle soon. She gave up because she heard that Elliot 
married your daughter.” The bodyguard lied without blinking, “Before she wants to go 
back to Aryadelle, she will see Elliot and bless him face to face.” 

Kyrie raised his thick eyebrows in disbelief. But the appearance of the bodyguard does 
not look like a lie at all. 



“Are you sure she wants to bless Elliot and my daughter, not to make trouble?” Kyrie 
said sarcastically. 

“What’s the matter with her? She’s so small, she has no power to hold a chicken, can 
she make trouble?” The bodyguard teased, “Furthermore, Elliot has nothing now, and 
coming here to be your son-in-law is a tall order. The boss is very happy for him.” 

“You speak so nicely. It’s a pity, you are Avery’s bodyguard.” Kyrie laughed, “Well, go 
back and tell Avery, I can let her see Elliot, but after seeing this, she must go back to 
Aryadelle. Elliot has started a new life with my daughter, and I don’t want to see his ex-
wife disturbing their lives from time to time.” 

“Okay! I’ll tell my boss when I go back. Did they meet?” the bodyguard asked. 
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“Tomorrow! He’s not free today.” 

“Okay. Then I won’t disturb you.” The bodyguard said and left immediately. He didn’t 
expect this trick to be so smooth. 

He returned to the hotel and saw Avery reading with a black notepad. He knocked on 
the door and came in, but Avery didn’t notice. 

“Boss, what are you looking at?” 

Avery closed the notepad: “How is it? Have you heard the news?” 

“I went directly to Jobin’s house and settled with Kyrie. He said he would arrange for 
you to meet tomorrow. The bodyguard reminded, “I lied, I said you were going to bless 
Elliot and Miss Jobin, and Kyrie agreed. So boss, when you see Elliot tomorrow, don’t 
get angry. Don’t make trouble. Otherwise, they will definitely be punished by them.” 

Avery raised a bitter smile: “Should I praise you for being smart?” 

“Since working by your side, I have indeed become smarter.” The bodyguard poured 
her a glass of warm water, “If Elliot refuses, Come with you, let’s go back to Aryadelle. 
Kyrie must have given him a lot of benefits, otherwise he wouldn’t be willing to stay 
here.” 

Avery said hoarsely, “He’s pranking with me. He doesn’t care money at all. If he cares 
about money, why should he hand over the Sterling Group to others?” 

“Oh…do you have such a big stake in your anger? The world of rich people, I don’t 
understand.” 



“I will talk to him tomorrow. Explain clearly, if he is determined to break with me, I will 
respect and bless him.” Avery lost her mind. 

After all, Avery’s physical condition is unclear now, and she still doesn’t know what will 
happen after the operation. 

The next morning. 

After Avery received Xander’s call, he immediately took a taxi to the airport to pick him 
up. 

They met when they were in graduate school. After graduation, Avery returned to 
Aryadelle, while Xander entered the best hospital in Bridgedale. 

Their lives never intersected after that. 
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So now meeting at the airport, the expressions of the two of them are a little 
embarrassed and cramped. 

Xander said, “I haven’t seen you for a few years, and you are still so beautiful but you 
look quite haggard. Do you have any other symptoms besides a headache now?” 

 

Avery shook her head: “At present, the headache is more obvious.” 

Xander said, “Well, although you don’t have many symptoms now, you should have 
surgery as soon as possible. I’ll do a cerebral angiography today to see the specific 
situation. By the way, you didn’t eat breakfast in the morning, right?” 

Avery nodded: “No.” 

“That’s fine. Let’s go to the hospital now.” 

“So anxious? You just arrived, I’ll treat you to dinner. Besides, I have something to do 
today, I’ll do it tomorrow…” 

Xander looked at her seriously, “Avery, don’t make fun of your life. Does Wesley know 
about your illness? Don’t you know? If you don’t listen to me, I’ll call him now.” 

Avery raised her hand and surrendered: “Then let’s go to the hospital now.” 

“You are a doctor yourself, even one of the top doctors in the world. Don’t you 
understand how critical your situation is now? You said you didn’t suffer from it. If you 



hit your head, why do you have bleeding inside your skull?” Xander said solemnly, “It 
must be a disease.” 

Avery: “Old classmate, don’t be so serious. I really have something to do today…” 

Xander: “Whatever you have Whatever happens, you must do all the tests that you 
need to do today. After the cause is diagnosed, operate as soon as possible.” 

Avery took out her mobile phone to see if there was any news. Probably because she 
was too strong, she actually received news from Kyrie. 

Kyrie told her that she could arrange to meet Elliot tonight. She immediately replies ‘OK’ 
and checks the time. 

If the imaging goes well, it will be over in about an hour or two, and it will not affect her 
going to see Elliot tonight. 
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Thinking of this, she breathed a sigh of relief. 

“Avery, I heard that your husband died.” Xander said suddenly. 

Avery said, “No, my husband isn’t dead. He’s still alive.” 

“Oh? Then why does the news say he’s dead?” Xander was puzzled. 

“Because someone wants to make a clean break with his past life.” Avery saw the 
bodyguard beckoning to her not far away, and immediately walked over with Xander. 

“Then you two got in touch? Does he know about your illness?” Xander asked after the 
two got into the car. 

“I haven’t seen him yet. But I will soon.” Avery fastened her seat belt, “Xander, let’s not 
talk about this. I’m not sure I can let him go back with me.” 

“Okay! I don’t ask about it.” 

After arriving at the hospital, Xander took Avery for a routine preoperative examination. 

After the routine examination, the two entered the dsa examination and treatment room. 

When the anesthetic was injected into her body, she lost consciousness within a few 
moments. 

…… 



In the evening, the Jobin family. The front yard was full of luxury cars. 

The banquet hall on the second floor was brightly lit. 

Today was the first time for Elliot and Rebecca Jobin to entertain guests after their 
marriage. 

They didn’t have a wedding. 

Because Kyrie wanted to make them husband and wife as soon as possible, there was 
no time to prepare for the wedding. 

“Why hasn’t Avery come yet?” Kyrie glanced at the time and said jokingly, “Should 
Avery not come?” 
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At the gate of the courtyard, a taxi stopped. 

The bodyguard got out of the car first, and then helped Avery down. 

 

Bright lights were turned on in the yard, illuminating the figures of the guests in a 
colorful way. 

Avery recognized Elliot’s figure in the crowd at a glance. He was wearing black clothes 
and black pants, holding a goblet in one hand and a woman in a white dress in the 
other. 

The woman leaned on him like a bird, smiling happily and charmingly. The two were like 
a golden boy and a beautiful girl, and they were a perfect match. 

The bodyguard followed her gaze, and after recognizing Elliot, he coughed dryly: “Boss, 
why don’t we go in? If we go in, aren’t we looking for abuse? I think Mr. Foster and his 
new wife seem to be very affectionate.” 

The bodyguard’s voice was settled, and Avery strode into the yard. To be precise, it was 
walking towards Elliot. 

The bodyguard bravely followed in. 

As a result, after entering the yard, the bodyguard was immediately invited to stay in the 
entourage area on the other side. 



The bodyguard sat down in the chair, and out of the corner of his eyes, Avery caught 
Elliot’s arm and wanted to pull him away. 

The bodyguard was stunned. Avery was so fierce, she will definitely be driven away by 
Kyrie’s bodyguards. 

“You are Avery, right?” Rebecca grabbed Elliot’s arm and pulled it back, “Why are you 
pulling my husband?” 

“He’s my husband too.” Avery looked at Rebecca coldly. 

Rebecca reasoned with her, “I know the two of you got married in Aryadelle, but you 
didn’t get the certificate. Although Elliot and I didn’t have the wedding, we already got 
the certificate. He is my husband now, not your husband.” 

Since Rebecca wanted to reason, Avery also patiently reasoned with her. 
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“Elliot is from Aryadelle, not Yonroeville. We don’t recognize the marriage certificate of 
Yonroeville. So in my case, he is not your husband. Unless…” 

“Unless what?” Rebecca asked. 

Avery said word by word, “Unless he cancels the nationality of Aryadelle and joins the 
nationality of Yonroeville. As long as he is from Aryadelle for a day, I will not recognize 
your husband and wife relationship.” 

“You… hello Bad.” Rebecca frowned her beautiful eyebrows and became furious, but 
she couldn’t do anything about Avery, “Elliot, tell Avery whose husband you are now.” 

Elliot’s eagle-like eyes fell on Avery’s face . 

From the moment she came to him, Elliot began to look at her. 

Avery face is exactly the same as what Elliot saw online, but her eyes are not as 
confident and energetic as in the video. It was this woman who took away his company 
and occupied his three children. 

After Kyrie saw Avery upstairs, he immediately went downstairs to watch the fun. 

From the corner of Elliot’s eyes, Kyrie was coming, so he said to Avery every word, “I’m 
Rebecca’s husband. If you dare to speak rudely to Rebecca again, don’t blame me for 
being rude.” 



Avery felt a pain in her mouth and clenched her fingers tightly, “Okay, Rebecca is your 
wife, I’m not. Then will you go back to Aryadelle in the future? Or do you plan to stay 
here forever and love your Rebecca until you grow old.” 

Elliot looked at her face and said sternly, “Of course I will grow old with Rebecca. I will 
go back to Aryadelle. I want to get everything I lost back. I will make you pay a heavy 
price.” 
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Avery thought she heard it wrong. 

Elliot said that what he lost, he wanted to get it all back. 

 

–What he lost, is the Sterling Group? 

“Elliot, since you said so, let’s settle the old accounts thoroughly tonight.” Avery grabbed 
his arm again, “I want to talk to you alone. Because this involves our privacy.” 

Avery said after finishing, she drag him away from the crowd. 

This is Kyrie’s home, wherever they go, there are Kyrie’s eyes and ears. 

The two came to the backyard and stopped. 

“Elliot, don’t talk yet, just listen to me.” Avery looked at him with tears in his eyes and 
explained to him, “I did talk to Henry at the beginning, and I would persuade you to 
transfer the equity to Adrian. That is Because I found Shea. Shea has kidney failure and 
needs a kidney transplant. Only Adrian’s kidney matches. But they hid Adrian, and I 
can’t find Adrian. And the situation on Shea’s side is different. It’s more critical.” 

“I compromised in order to save Shea. The reason I didn’t tell you was because I was 
afraid that you would be forced to act too aggressively by them. Elliot, your equity was 
transferred to Adrian, not to transfer. To Henry or Cole. Adrian is now in Bridgedale, you 
come with me, we will pick up Adrian, I will let him return the equity to you. You are still 
the boss of Sterling Group, you have nothing to lose. We Live as before… okay?” 

After she said all she had to say, she waited for him to respond. She was sure she had 
said all the key information. 

She was very sure that after Elliot knew all this, he would not resent her anymore. 
Because no matter how unpleasant the process was, now Shea has recovered, and the 
equity he lost can be returned to him. 



It means that Henry and his son were happy for nothing and got nothing. 

The result was much better than she expected. 

It’s just that Elliot misunderstood. 

“Not good.” After a brief silence, Elliot gave a firm answer, “Put away your pretentious 
good intentions, I will take back my shares myself.” 
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“Elliot, what do you mean? What are you going to do?” 

“I made it very clear in the front yard just now. I will make you pay a heavy price.” Elli 
was afraid that she would not hear clearly, so he grabbed her slender arm with his 
backhand, squeezed it tightly, and stared at her with black obsidian-like eyes. The voice 
came from a cold pool, “I won’t fall down twice in one place, and I won’t suffer two 
losses on the same woman. I, Elliot, completely cut off from the past.” 

Avery looked at his eyes, the body can not stop shaking. 

How could he do this? After he came to Yonroeville, what happened? 

His face is still familiar, and his voice has not changed, but why did he become so cold-
blooded and ruthless? 

“Are you going to cut ties with me, or cut off your ties with your children? Or, do you 
want to cut ties with everyone in Aryadelle?” Avery choked up, tears pouring down, 
“Elliot! Who owes you? Who owes it? Don’t you want to Shea? You wrote in your 
notebook that the person you cared about most died, isn’t it Shea? She is not dead. She 
will be discharged from the hospital soon. Do you want to cut ties with her too? “ 

Looking at her trembling little face crying, Elliot heart doesn’t seem to hurt at all. 

Elliot doesn’t seem to have woken up from his numbness, and is now just a cold-
blooded revenge machine. 

“My relatives or friends were originally mine, and will be mine in the future. Only you, 
nothing.” Elliot said indifferently, and pushed her arm away. 

Avery’s body was stressed, and she staggered backwards suddenly, and fell straight 
down. 

Her spine was injected with anesthesia today, and the injection port was still aching. 
And when she had an angiography today, the femoral artery was punctured, and now 
the wound is still very painful. 



She was supposed to rest in the hospital for 24 hours, but she was forced out of the 
hospital because she was going to see him. 

Unexpectedly, this was the result. 

 


